Thermodynamics of peptide dimer formation.
The Replica Exchange Statistical Temperature Molecular Dynamics algorithm is used to study the equilibrium properties of a peptide monomer and dimer and the thermodynamics of peptide dimer formation. The simulation data are analyzed by the Statistical Temperature Weighted Histogram Analysis Method. Each 10-residue peptide is represented by a coarse-grained model with hydrophobic side chains and has an α-helix as its minimum energy configuration. It is shown that the configurational behavior of the dimer can be divided into four regions as the temperature increases: two folded peptides; one folded and one unfolded peptide; two unfolded peptides; and two spatially separated peptides. Two important phenomena are discussed: in the dimer, one peptide unfolds at a lower temperature than the isolated monomer and the other peptide unfolds at a higher temperature than the isolated monomer. In addition, in the temperature region where one peptide is folded and the other unfolded, the unfolded peptide adopts an extended structure that minimizes the overall surface area of the aggregate. It is suggested that combination of destabilization due to aggregation and the resulting extended configuration of the destabilized peptide could have implications for nucleating β-sheet structures and the ultimate formation of fibrils.